SURFICIAL GEOLOGIC MAP OF THE MICHAUD AND POCATELLO NORTH QUADRANGLES, BANNOCK AND POWER COUNTIES, IDAHO (2002)

Summary
The map area includes the northern half of the city of Pocatello, which lies in the northern Portneuf Valley between the Pocatello Range to the east and the Bannock Range to the southwest.

These data were created from original field work collected at the scale of 1:24,000. Data source is the IGS publication SGM-14, Surficial Geologic Map of the Michaud and Pocatello North Quadrangles, Bannock and Power Counties, Idaho, 2002. This Personal Geodatabase (and File Geodatabase) is approximately compliant with the draft standard for publication of digital geologic maps (NCGMP09). All Feature Classes can be linked to the DataSources table via DataSourcesID field/attribute to determine the geologic source for the data.

Description
These data were created from original field work collected at the scale of 1:24,000. Data source is the IGS publication SGM-14, Surficial Geologic Map of the Michaud and Pocatello North Quadrangles, Bannock and Power Counties, Idaho, 2002. This Personal Geodatabase (and File Geodatabase) is approximately compliant with the draft standard for publication of digital geologic maps (NCGMP09). All Feature Classes can be linked to the DataSources table via DataSourcesID field/attribute to determine the geologic source for the data.

The surficial geologic map of the Michaud and Pocatello quadrangles provides basic data on the geologic materials found at the surface and shallow subsurface. The map is essential for evaluating the urban impact on the land and for planning the area's growth. The information is directed at a broad range of specialists concerned with land development and its consequences as an increasing population places greater demands on the region's natural resources. Details from the map function, for example, in assessing slope stability, foundation design, sewage drainage, solid waste sites, seismic shaking hazards, and the extent and limits of the potable ground-water supply.

The information depicted at this scale furnishes a useful overview of the area's geology but is not a substitute for site-specific geotechnical evaluations.

Feature classes included in the Geodatabase dataset:

(Summary)

Spatial data feature classes:
Contacts--Geologic map unit boundaries. Contacts only, no dangler faults. Used to build map unit polygons
ContactsAndFaults--Geologic map unit boundaries and ALL faults included. This includes dangler fault lines. Use the "type" field to classify or to link to the Glossary.
GeologicLines--Polylines depicting geologic mapped features, e.g., landslide headwall scarps, terrace scarps, or avalanche trace.
GravelBarOverLayPoly--Polygon areas of lenticular Bonneville Flood bar forms deposited on interfluves among the channeled-flow pathways.
GravelBarOverLayBdys--Boundary polylines of lenticular Bonneville Flood bar forms deposited on interfluves among the channeled-flow pathways.
GravelBar_MapUnitCentroids--Center points of areas of lenticular Bonneville Flood bar forms deposited on interfluves among the channeled-flow pathways. LoessOverlayBdys--Boundary polylines of areas of loess deposits.
LoessOverlayCentroids--Center points of loess polygon deposits.
LoessOverlayPolys--Areas of loess deposits.
MapUnitCentroids--The geometric centers of the Map Unit Polygon feature class that includes the polygon attributes.
MapUnitPolygons--Geologic map unit polygons. These are the main feature of this dataset. Descriptions for these units can be found in the DescriptionOfMapUnits feature class/table.
Orientations Points--Orientation Point data. For example, strike and dip and foliations measurements. Intended for non-site-specific investigations. Use the "type" field to classify or to link to the Glossary.

Non Spatial data tables:
Note: Look in folder "Michaud_Poky_N_ShapeFiles\Non-SpatialTables" for non-Microsoft versions of these tables. Two types: dBase III, and .csv (comma delimited text).
DescriptionOfMapUnits--Table with map unit descriptions. Use MapUnit field to link to MapUnitPolygons or Dikes.
Glossary--Look up table with explanations for geologic features found in all spatial classes. For example, moraine_crest: Definition--glacial moraine ridge crest. Features in feature classes can be linked to Glossary via "Type" in feature class to "IGSGeoType" in Glossary.
Credit

Science Credit: Kurt L. Othberg
GIS Credit: Loudon R. Stanford, William R. Schuster, and Jane S. Freed
GIS Contact: Linda Tedrow

Use limitations

Geologic map data intended for non-site-specific use. These data were compiled from 1:24,000 geologic mapping and should not be used at larger scales, e.g., 1:12,000. Use the DataSources table and the DataSourceID in each Feature Class (but especially the ContactsAndFaults FeatureClass/Layer) to determine original intended scale.

The Idaho Geological Survey does not guarantee this map or digital data to be free of errors nor assume liability for interpretations made from this map or digital data, or decisions based thereon.

Extent

West  -112.6  East  -112.375
North  43  South  42.875

Scale Range:
Maximum (zoomed in)  1:5,000
Minimum (zoomed out)  1:150,000,000
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**Extents**

**EXTENT**

**GEOGRAPHIC EXTENT**

**BOUNDING RECTANGLE**

**EXTENT TYPE** Extent used for searching
WEST LONGITUDE -112.6
EAST LONGITUDE -112.375
SOUTH LATITUDE 42.875
NORTH LATITUDE 43

**Resource Maintenance**

**RESOURCE MAINTENANCE**

UPDATE FREQUENCY as needed

**Resource Constraints**

**CONSTRAINTS**

**LIMITATIONS OF USE**

Geologic map data intended for non-site-specific use. These data were compiled from 1:24,000 geologic mapping and should not be used at larger scales, e.g., 1:12,000. Use the DataSources table and the DataSourceID in each Feature Class (but especially the ContactsAndFaults FeatureClass/Layer) to determine original intended scale.

The Idaho Geological Survey does not guarantee this map or digital data to be free of errors nor assume liability for interpretations made from this map or digital data, or decisions based thereon.

**Data Quality**

**SCOPE OF QUALITY INFORMATION**

**RESOURCE LEVEL** dataset

**DATA QUALITY REPORT**

**MEASURE DESCRIPTION**

Horizontal accuracy is difficult to quantify in geologic mapping of this type. User should use original map scale (linked to DataSources table in this data set via "DataSource_ID" to determine relative accuracy of groups of map objects in the data set. ---EXAMPLE OF DETERMINING H ACCURACY: 1:24k map objects in the data set have a placement h-accuracy => 80(+/-)1 feet (.04 inch x 2000 ft/inch @1:24,000) for a CERTAIN line type. Accuracy is proportionally less for smaller scales and even less for other line types (see "AuthorConfidence" field in each data layer/feature class). Map data used in compilation was visually compared to original for horizontal accuracy.

**EVALUATION METHOD**

Geologic map data are visually checked against original map data for completeness. Accuracy is determined by at least two factors: quality of capture (digitizing) consistency and the quality of the original geology. The quality of the original geology is by far the most important for determining the quality of attribute accuracy.

**Geoprocessing history**
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**DATE** 2017-12-16 14:26:21

**TOOL LOCATION** c:\program files (x86)\arcgis\desktop10.3\ArcToolbox\Toolboxes\Data Management Tools.tbx\CreatePersonalGDB
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